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Summary

 Study aim:  The specially conducted complex of researches was aiming to give reply to two questions 
at the same time: about the time necessary for acquiring the skills in hand-to-hand fi ghting 
and about the methods of objective estimation of such skills.  

 Material/methods:  Hand to hand fi ghting readiness check was complex and included three varieties of hand 
to hand combats: 1) combat of an unarmed with a knife armed opponent; 2) combat of 
an unarmed with an opponent armed with a submachine gun with bayonet; 3) bayonet 
combat. The criteria of the estimate were developed on the basis of the probabilistic-statistic 
approach. The combats were held in protective equipment and with special weapon models. 
We have estimated the 4 year dynamic of skills and abilities forming of soldiers and cadets 
of the Military Institute of Physical Culture after 10, 20, 28, 76 and 148 hours of training. 
25 soldiers and 30 cadets were picked for this research (who were not single combats), 
attended not less than 75% of training sessions.

 Results:  Extrapolation and interpolation were held according to the models and the training results 
forecast was conducted in dependence on time and conditions of training.

 Conclusions:  1. Concentrated character of training, especially in initial period. 2. Realization of rules of 
dynamic, tactic, psychological and effective compliance in training with special models of 
weapon and protective equipment usage in combats. 3. Extreme atmosphere making when 
conducting combats in pairs. 4. It is necessary to plan 10-15% half-conditional combats from 
total training time on the initial period and not less then 20-25% when mastering. 
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BACKGROUND

The problem of scientifi c basing of the time resources 
for effective military service men and policeman 
training in hand to hand fi ghting is quite important 
[2, 3, 5, 6, 7]. It has one of the lading places in the 
complex of problems of theory and practice of single 
combat and hand-to-hand fi ghting, and its solution 
is able to enrich theory of human motive education 
with new data.

There are not enough objective data for basing time 
factors when planning training and for learning pro-
grams at the present moment. The whole range of 
researches were held in Russia to estimate the aver-
age temporal inputs for mastering a separate grip 
of hand-to-hand fi ghting (from different ranges) 
to the level of “good” result [1, 2]. But there were 
quite few researches in the fi eld of servicemen’ dy-
namics of skills and abilities forming and mastering 
depending on temporal inputs, on different terms of 
the educational process. It is important that skills of 
hand-to-hand fi ghting as “acquired by a human abili-
ties of using special skills and knowledge in a pur-
poseful and creative way in a process of his activity” 
[10], can be estimated only in hand-to-hand fi ghting 
in conditions close to battle conditions, which is the 
most objective.

The specially conducted complex of researches was 
aiming to give reply to two questions at the same 
time: about the time necessary for acquiring the skills 
in hand-to-hand fi ghting and about the methods of 
objective estimation of such skills.

MATERIAL & METHODS

We have estimated the long-term dynamic of skills 
and abilities forming of soldiers and cadets of the 
Military Institute of Physical Culture after 10, 20, 
28, 76 and 148 hours of training. 25 soldiers and 30 
cadets were picked for this research (who were not 
single combats), attended not less than 75% of train-
ing sessions. Hand to hand fi ghting readiness check 
was complex and included three varieties of hand to 
hand combats: 1) combat of an unarmed with a knife 
armed opponent; 2) combat of an unarmed with an 
opponent armed with a submachine gun with bayo-
net; 3) bayonet combat. Consecution of checking in 
every variety of hand-to-hand fi ghting was the same 
each time. We will consider in on the example of the 
combats of the fi rst variety.

1.  In the beginning the level of grip skill forming was 
tested – painful grip with knife stab – the unarm-
ing grip. The 4 point scale was used (“2” – “non 

 satisfactory”; “3” – “satisfactory”; “4” – “good”; 
“5” – “excellent”) and the average from three at-
tempts was taken. Terms of testing: attack at the 
comment of the test conductor, the blow was per-
formed to a protected opponent’s shank.

2.  Then every probationer took part in 10 free-style 
combats with an opponent armed with a model of 
knife in the conditions close to battle (opponents 
wore protective equipment, rubber knife was used, 
technical actions of an opponent were not limited). 
According to results of these fi ghts, the skill of an 
opponent’s disarmament was estimated as well as 
number of other indices of results and effect in 
combats, which will be described lower.

The criteria of the estimate were developed on the 
basis of the probabilistic-statistic approach [1]. We 
considered the experience of hand-to-hand fi ghting 
contests in the Armed Forces of the USSR and Russia, 
and some of index’s of tactics and technical readiness, 
developed for combat sports [11, 13].

The following results were fi xed as overall results:

a1 - «winning», if a probationer: a) performed any 
disarmament hold; b) stroke off the knife stab and 
performed a blow to a pain zone; c) performed an 
effective counter attack and performed a preventive 
leg kick;

a1
1 – m «defence», if a probationer kicked off the 

knife stab without a blow to a pain zone and kept the 
distance away from the opponent;

a1
2 – «mutual defeat», if the probationer missed the 

knife stab as a result of weak defence in a counter or 
mutual attack, but managed to perform an effective 
kick to an opponent’s pain zone;

a1
3 – «defeat», if the probationer appeared to be defeated 

and an opponent remained unharmed.

Then the results of combats were summed up and we 
had:

А1 = ∑а1 – total number of “winning”;

А1
1 = ∑а1

1 – total number of “defence”;

А1
2 = ∑а1

2 – total number of “mutual defeat”;

А1
3 = ∑а1

3 – total number of “defeat”.

Further these index’s were transformed into four prob-
ability and statistical criteria:
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(1)  Р1 – probability of disarmament (defence act); Р1 = 
А1 · 10%

(2)  Р2 – an integral index of the probability of success-
ful actions in hand to hand combat (according to the 
total number of attempts, when the probationer was 
not defeated А2); Р2 = (А1 + А1

1) ·10% = А2 ·10%

(3)  Р3 – activeness of defence and response actions 
(according to the total number of attempts when 
the probationer defeated the opponent А3); Р3 = (А1 
+ А1

2) ·10% = А3 ·10%

(4)  Р4 – effectiveness of defence and response actions 
(in relation of the number of attempts, where the 
probationer was a winner to a total number of at-
tempts, when he made blows to the opponent А4); 

А1
Р4 =  ·100% = А4 ·100%

А3

(5)  Generalized look of the formula for calculation 
indices is 

100%
Рi = Аi · 

n

where: i = 1, 2, 3; n – total number of fi ghts

Besides, the level of the forward’s training was deter-
mined according to the method of expert scores of 
9 marks scale: (q) taking into consideration the fol-
lowing criteria: initiative, determination, aggressive-
ness (psychological component), speed of attacking 
actions, presence and quality of deceit actions, variety 
of technical actions (tactic and technical component), 
ability to choose start of an attack and distance ( tac-
tical moment itself).

Further for conditions checking equalization all the 
indices (Pi) were recounted in 100 points scale (Qi), 
taking into consideration the level of training (q) ac-
cording to formula:

(6) Qi = q·10 + Pi·q + 10

where: i = 1, 2, 3, 4

The level of skills and abilities forming of opponent’s 
unarming was tested in the same way (for an oppo-
nent attacking with submachine gun with bayonet and 
response defence actions with submachine gun to an 
opponent’s actions armed with submachine gun). On 
the whole, to estimate the quality of these skills 600 
conditional fi ghts and over 1200 free-style combats 
were conducted. They were held to estimate the level 
of skills, every military serviceman was a probationer 
in 12 conditional fi ghts and 30 free-style combats 
and in the same number of fi ghts and combats as an 
opponent. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The generalized results are given in the table 1, 
 fi gures 1, 2 and are interpreted in the table 2. As it 
can be seen form the table 1 and from fi gures, dynam-
ics of the indexes has logarithmic character, except 
the fi rst case (fi g. 1), where curve is close to modifi ed 
exponent. It does not quite coincide with numerous 
researches of moving and verbal skills forming [4, 12, 
p. 91-92, 149; 15, 17]. Reasons for this phenomenon 
will be viewed later.

During the period of research (148 hours) skills of 
disarmament (response defensive acts) were not trans-
formed into abilities of the highest level (tab. 1). This 
is proved by a such index as probability of response 
defensive acts conducting, and also by results received 

Table 1. Generalized indices of eff ectiveness of response defence actions of military men in hand to hand combats.

Defense and response actions
Number of training hours

10 20 28 76 148

Estimation of actions in standard conditions, (5 marks scale) - - 3,74 ±0,09 4,21 ±0,07 4,65 ±0,05

Training level of the forward (в 9 marks scale): q 3,7 ±0,19 4,7 ±0,17 5,5 ±0,16 7,3 ±0,15 8,3 ±0,07

Probability of eff ective disarmament action Р1 (%), 
Q1 (1000 marks scale)

5,8 ±0,4
68,7 ±7,9

6,5 ±0,3
87,5 ±8,4

6,8 ±0,1
102,1 ±4,9

8,0 ±1,3
141,4 ±9,5

8,5 ±0,9
162,9 ±7,4

Integral index: Р2 (%)
Q2 (1000 marks scale)

13,8 ±1,5
98 ±8,2

14,1 ±1,4
128 ±10,1

14,2 ±1,3
142,6 ±7,3

22,5 ±2,2
247,3 ±16

28,3 ±3,12
326,6 ±26

Activeness of defence and response Р3 (%)
Q3 (1000 marks scale)

13,8 ±1,4
101 ±7,8

14,3 ±1,1
127 ±9,3

14,6 ±1,6
144 ±6,6

19,3 ±1,8
223,9 ±13

21,2 ±2,2
267,6 ±18

Eff ectiveness of defence and response actions: Р4 (%)
Q4 (1000 marks scale)

42
202,4

43,6
261,9

46,6
321,3

41,5
386

40,1
425,8
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in following data handling. We used the method of 
three stage double ranging for interpreting the re-
sults [9], where 7-9 points stand for the high level 
of opponent’s readiness, 4-6 points for midlevel, 1-3 
points for low level.

On the basis of formula (6) we rated such a probabil-
ity for combats with opponents of different levels of 
readiness. It appeared that only 1 person out of 10 af-
ter 148 hours of training was able to perform response 
defensive acts (disarmament) against a well trained 
opponent, 2 out of 10 – against averagely trained op-
ponent and 3-5 against low trained (tab. 2).

Defence acts skills are easier than response defensive skills 
or disarmament skills, and fi nally good ability is formed, 
which is characterized by good results: 30 ±5% against 
highly qualifi ed; 55 ±12% against averagely qualifi ed and 
not less then 95% against low qualifi ed opponent. Level 
of opponent defeating skill forming in a quantitative 

sense has the place between the skills considered above. 
Let us note one detail. From the total number of cases 
when military men tried to defeat an opponent (by the 
leg kick, by hand blow, or by weapon if he was armed), 
they were not defeated only in 40-50% of cases. In other 
words, every second attempt ended in a mutual defeat. 
The mistakes were various: weak defence, being not able 
to distinguish a deceitful attack from a real one, absence 
of defensive acts, etc. These pedagogical facts are also 
characterizing a low level of response defensive skills 
forming. The problem of further mastering of methods of 
hand-to-hand fi ghting training is clearly opened.

Modelling and forecasting of some aspects of 
hand-to-hand fi ghting training process

To receive full characteristics of current hand-to-hand 
fi ghting military service men training process and to 

Figure 1.  Dynamic of hand-to hand fi ghting skills and abilities 

depending on training time input (abscissa /X/ – time for 

training in hours, ordinate /Y/ – points).

Figure 2.  Comparative dynamics of diff erent hand-to-hand fi ghting 

skills (abscissa /X/ – time for training, ordinate /Y/ – points) 

I – attacking actions; II – response defensive actions; 

III – integral index of successful actions; IV – eff ectiveness 

of response defensive actions.

Table 2.  Probable result of hand-to-hand fi ghting with opponents of diff erent levels of training when performing disarmament or attack repulsing.

Hand-to-hand 
fi ghting practice 

[hours]

Probable result of fi ghting 
in case of attack

 [%] 

Opponent’s qualifi cation

High level
7-9 points

Middle level
4-6 points

Low level
1-3 points

28 hours

Perform defence response action 2 ±1 9 ±4 29 ±8

Will be able to defend themselves 7 ±2 17 ±5 44 ±10

Will be able to defeat an opponent 7 ±2 18 ±5 46 ±11

76 hours

Perform defence response action 7 ±2 18 ±6 45 ±11

Will be able to defend themselves 20 ±4 34 ±5
Not less then

69%

Will be able to defeat an opponent 18 ±4 35 ±9 77 ±17

148 hours

Perform defence response action 10 ±3 22 ±6 44 ±13

Will be able to defend themselves 30 ±5 55 ±12
Not less then

95%

Will be able to defeat an opponent 23 ±5 43 ±10
Not less then

75%

0
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10 20 28 76 148
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specify the time needed for necessary skills forming, 
we have conducted modelling and discovered analyti-
cal equations of dynamic of different skills of hand-
to-hand fi ghting forming, depending on: t – number 
of hours for training; t1 – time for actions training in 
conditions close to battle conditions; N – number of 
free-style combats, non-conditional fi ghts, fi ghts with 
counteraction (two last facts were received while ses-
sions timekeeping).

The whole range of mathematic methods of human 
teaching process models is described in literature. 
The stochastic model by R. Bush and F. Mosteller [4] 
is the most famous, adapted by V.M. Zazhiorsky with 
co-authors [17], V.A. Plahtienko and V.V. Safronov 
[14] to some situations usual for physical education 
and sports. But this model has a binary alternative 
of the result and fi xation of each attempt result is 
supposed, thus it cannot be used in our research. 
Another model is worth considering, too. This model, 
suggested by V.F. Prisnyakov [15] is based on the 
theory of information interpreting by human memory. 
This model has good results when describing the 
processes of prick skill forming in fencing and when 
training a person to reduce time for reaction. And 
though the curve character is close to our case, our 
attempt to use this model required the whole range 
of amendments.

There are two signifi cant reasons for that: we did 
not deal with skills, but abilities of highest level, and 
these abilities appear in a combat with active op-
ponent. In connection with that and also taking into 
consideration the recommendations from works of V.I 
Balandin, U.M. Bludov, V.A. Plahtienko [see 16], we 
have taken a model described by modifi ed exponent 
equation as a “grey box”.

(C0-С1⋅t)
(7) q = 9 - e 

(dоi - d1i⋅t)
(8)  Q i = 1000 - e 

where: Cо, C1, dоi, d1i unknown constants; i = 1, 2, 3; t 
– time for hand-to-hand fi ghting training; t ∃ [0,tmax ], 
tmax maximum really possible inputs for training. Any 
above mentioned argument can be used as an argument 
for the formula. 

Identifi cation of suggested model was made by least 
squares method. In such a way the analytical depen-
dence of skill forming dynamics was calculated. They 
allow: 1) to forecast (extra- and interpolate) the re-
sult of hand-to-hand fi ghting education and training 
depending on time input; 2) to defi ne necessary time 
input to achieve a certain level of training. Let’s take 
a closer look to this.

Algorithm of direct and inverse forecast is shown on 
fi g. 3 and 4. when making the direct forecast the cor-
responding argument values are inserted in received 
analytical dependence of upper and lower limit: 
t – time for hand-to-hand fi ghting training (hours); 
t – time for free-style fi ghts (minutes); N – number 
of free-style fi ghts. As the result we receive an area 
of probable results of training. For example, after 
150 hours of training we can expect very effective 
attacking actions: 8,86 ± 0,02 points. Result equal to 
8,4 ± 0,06 points will be achieved after 800 non-con-
ditional fi ghts and free-style fi ghts.

For reverse forecast (to defi ne necessary input for 
receiving a certain result ) it is necessary to use the 
following formula: 

a) for upper level of forecast:

1
(9) t(i1) = ⎯⎯ (d0i

(1) - ln(Qi
(*) - 1000)

 d(1)

Figure 3.  Algorithm of direct forecast. Figure 4.  Algorithm of reverse forecast.
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b) for lower level of forecast:

1
(10) t(i2) = ⎯⎯ (d0i

(2) - ln(Qi
(*) - 1000)

 d(2)

where: d0i
(1), d1i

(1) coeffi cients of equality

(dоi- d1i⋅t)
Qi = 1000 – e 

For , d0i
(2), d1i

(2) – same equality coeffi cients for lower 
limit; i = 1,2,3.

Let us take a look to several variants of this task 
solution. 

1.  Direct forecast: If we take 35 hours as pure time for 
training and will insert this in the formulas (7) and 
(8) we will have the following results: tactic and 
technical level of attacking actions (9 points scale) 
q = 6,5 ± 0,1; probability of response defensive action 
conducting (1000 points scale) Q1 = 121 ± 7; integral 
index of successful action probability (1000 points 
scale) Q2 = 196 ± 12; activeness of response defence 
actions (1000 points scale) Q3 = 184 ± 10.

2.  Reverse forecast probability of response defensive action 
conducting Q1 = 200 points correspond to: а) 14 ± 3% 
against high level trained opponent; b) 30 ±8% against 
well trained opponent; c) 70 ± 15% against low level 
trained opponent. According to formulas (9) and (10) 
this training level will be achieved after 120 ± 10 hours 
of sessions or after 1080 ± 100 fi ghts (non-conditional 
fi ghts, free style combats).

3.  Integral index Q2 = 400 correspond to: а) 40 ± 6% 
against high level trained opponent; b) 71 ± 16% 
against well trained opponent; c) not less than 98% 
against low level trained opponent. This training level 
will be achieved after 113 ± 13 hours of sessions or 
after 1000 ± 130 fi ghts.

4.  Possibility to traumatize an armed opponent Q3 = 300 
points correspond to: а) 27 ± 4% against high level 
trained opponent; b) 50 ± 12% against well trained op-
ponent; c) not less than 87% against low level trained 
opponent. This training level will be achieved after 
100 ± 13 hours of sessions or after 830 ± 65 fi ghts.

To make a conclusion, we may notice that these de-
pendences show the probable training results, when 
traditional method of hand-to-hand fi ghting is applied in 
currently provided conditions, which does not allow to 
conduct the fi ghts in real velocity and with full contact. 
Work with this models revealed, that real conditions 

of combat training do not allow to solve problems of 
mastering the military service men training level in 
extensive way – by increasing time input. That is why 
one of the main ways to intensify hand-to-hand training 
process is to increase time input within the time limit 
devoted to this section or in other formats (correspond-
ing forms of tactic preparation, complex lessons, sports 
work). Besides, it is necessary to fi nd new intensive 
methods of training and to give prove to conditions 
of their realization to achieve a high level of military 
service men training in the fi eld of hand-to-hand fi ght-
ing and to develop psychological resistance to factors 
to close combat.

As it often happens, this problem solution revealed 
a new complex of scientifi c and methodical tasks. 
Further we conducted several series of experiments 
to research the following: effectiveness of imitation 
exercises when teaching and mastering hand-to-hand 
fi ghting techniques; sport specialization and sport 
qualifi cation level infl uence to a successful hand-
to-hand fi ghting training; working out a new class 
of weapon dummies and protective equipment to 
conduct hand-to-hand training; working out a “con-
tact” method of training and effectiveness estimation, 
specifi cation of mathematic model, describing the 
process of hand-to-hand fi ghting according to so-
called “contact” method; dynamics of hand-to-hand 
fi ghting skills “fading” when stop training and ground-
ing of necessary repeating of training; estimation of 
reliability and informative of traditional system of 
hand-to-hand fi ghting control and estimation and de-
veloping a more informative system; base techniques 
of hand-to-hand fi ghting (“linear” and “rotation-cir-
cular”) and mastering and classifi cation grounding of 
hand-to-hand fi ghting techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

As the results of these experiments, it was proved that 
the main factors infl uencing the level of hand-to-hand 
fi ghting training are the following: (a) developing 
content and method of training on the basis of uni-
fi ed basic techniques and basic algorithms of close 
combat conditions; (b) concentration of training on 
initial stages; (c) it is necessary to devote 10-15% of 
whole training time for half-conditional fi ghts on the 
initial stage and not less then 20-25% for half-con-
ditional fi ghts and free-style fi ghts when mastering; 
(d) realization in training dynamic, tactic and effec-
tive correspondence with weapon dummies usage; 
(e) extreme atmosphere creation when conducting 
fi ghts in pairs; (f) providing systematic character of 
hand-to-hand fi ghting training by rational combin-
ing different forms of physical training with tactic 
preparation.
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